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			 Related Part Number
	
					PART	Description	Maker
	HCS410 HCS412 HCS200 HCS201 HCS300 HCS301 HCS320 H	The HCS410 is a code hopping transponder device designed for secure entry systems. The HCS410 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code hopping system and bi-directional challenge-and-response for logical and physical access control. High se
The HCS412 combines the patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology and bi-directional transponder challenge-and-response security into a single chip solution for logical and physical access control. High security learning mechanisms mak
The HCS200 is a code hopping encoder designed for Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS200 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and low co
The HCS201 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS201 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and
The HCS300 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS300 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline and low
The HCS301 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS301 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS320 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS320 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS473 combines the patented KEELOQ® code hopping technology and bi-directional transponder challenge-and-response security into a single chip solution for logical and physical access control. High security learning mechanisms mak
The HSC500 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS500 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HSC512 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS512 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HSC515 is a code hopping decoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS515 utilizes the patented KEELOQ® code-hopping system and high security learning mechanisms to make this a canned solution when used w
The HCS360 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS360 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS361 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS361 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS362 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS362 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS365 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS365 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
The HCS370 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS370 utilizes Microchip’s patented KEELOQ® hopping technology, which incorporates high security, a small package outline, and low
	Microchip

	HCS300 HCS300-IP HCS300-ISN HCS300-P HCS300-SN HCS	Keetloq code hooping encoder
KEE LOQ Code Hopping Encoder
	MICROCHIP[Microchip Technology]

	EL519-12-1 EL519-12-9 EL519-12-7 EL519-12-5 EL519-	4-Phase PWM Controller with 8-Bit DAC Code Capable of Precision DCR Differential Current Sensing; Temperature Range: 0&degC to 70°C; Package: 40-QFN T&R
Logic IC 逻辑IC
4-Phase PWM Controller with 8-Bit DAC Code Capable of Precision DCR Differential Current Sensing; Temperature Range: -40&deg;C to 85&deg;C; Package: 40-QFN
	Intersil, Corp.

	VSC7226 	(ns): 240 (@16.8MHz); Operating Frequency / Supply Voltage: 1.8 to 5.5V; Operating Ambient Temperature (°C): -20 to 85; Package Code: PRDP0064BA
	Vitesse Semiconductor Corporation.

	HCS301_01 HCS301-_P HCS301-_SN HCS301-I_P HCS301-I	The HCS301 is a code hopping encoder designed for secure Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) systems. The HCS301 utilizes Microchip’s ...
KEELOQ CODE HOPPING ENCODER
	MICROCHIP[Microchip Technology]

	IRACO201 	Complete BrainPower Control System Accelerator Verilog Object Code Manual
AC Servo Control FPGA Object Code AcceleratorTM Soft ASIC Manual
	IRF[International Rectifier]

	IRMCO201 	AC servo control object code with ServoDesigner tool
AC Servo Control FPGA Object Code Accelerator-TM Based Soft ASIC Manual
	IRF[International Rectifier]

	HCS360 HCS360T-/SN HCS360T-/P HCS360-/P HCS360-/SN	Remote-Control Transmitter/Encoder
KEELOQ? Code Hopping Encoder
KEELOQ庐 Code Hopping Encoder
	Microchip Technology

	AK2127 	Receiver/Demodulator for time code signals transmitted by the transmitters
From old datasheet system
Receiver/ Demodulator for time code signals transmitted by the transmitter
Radio Controlled Clock Receiver
	List of Unclassifed Manufac...
Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc.
ETC[ETC]
Gunter Seniconductor GmbH.

	87C196JT AN87C196JQ AN87C196KR AN87C196JR AN87C196	Advanced 16-Bit CHMOS Microcontrollers
Advanced 16-bit CHMOS microcontroller. EPROM 12K, Reg RAM 360, Code RAM 128, I/O 41
Advanced 16-bit CHMOS microcontroller. EPROM 16K, Reg RAM 488, Code RAM 256, I/O 56
Advanced 16-bit CHMOS microcontroller. EPROM 16K, Reg RAM 488, Code RAM 256, I/O 41
Advanced 16-bit CHMOS microcontroller. EPROM 48K, Reg RAM 1.5K, Code RAM 512, I/O 41
	Intel

	PZTA43 	Ordering Code: n/a
	Infineon
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